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HTR Legacy 
A Tribute to Rick and Ernie 

 
Rick Bush 1946-2012 

 
Since the year 2000, Rick Bush was the co-pilot for the HTR operation. He did all of the necessary odd 
jobs including tech support, answering questions on the discussion board, software beta testing, 
packaging the installations and maintaining our website. Although I was never close to Rick in a personal 
sense, we communicated almost daily for over 10 years. There is a feeling of melancholy even as I write 
this, because when the newsletter was finished, he was the one that put it together for us.  
 
We were able to raise over $10,000 from member donations and our contest fundraiser to assist with 
Rick’s mounting medical expenses, which preceded his departure. Money certainly won't ease the 
emptiness of losing a loved one, but it was important to recognize how many people stepped up for Rick 
because they were assisted by him in some way, and they appreciated it. Our Deepest Condolences go out 
to The Bush Family. Rick’s life meant so much to the HTR Family, and he will definitely be missed.  
 
Now Rick has moved on to the next life, whatever that may be, perhaps better than this one, and his 
memory will gradually fade away in our busy lives. But Rick, I salute you, and thank you, and I say 
farewell. I won't soon forget how much value you have added to my life and HTR, and to the lives of 
many of our members and friends as well.    
 

Ernie Logsdon  /  Changes 
 

Ernie Logsdon is very much alive, but he has moved on to a new phase of his life as he approaches age 
70. He now spends most months living outdoors in his trailer and has embraced the pan-for-gold lifestyle 
and a minimalist sub-culture. He exhibits no more interest in horse racing, HTR or Las Vegas 
tournaments. We are not likely to meet up again, but he was kind enough to call me just before our most 
recent seminar in July and talked about the changes in his life. He told me he would not be attending 
anymore seminars, playing in contests or downloading race files in the future. He wished me the best, and 
I wish the same for him. Whatever Ernie is involved with, he's usually having a great time doing it! 
 
Ernie was the very first HTR member. The story of how it all began is old news, but it suffices to say that 
it might never have happened without him. There were lean years in the 1990s for this business, but Ernie 
stuck with me and handled tech support and phone inquiries. We were partners during a memorable 18 
month winning streak with our (deceased) friend Ben Okamoto after we discovered the longshot power of 
Fr1 velocity. We traveled together all over the country to dozens of racetracks, met each other's families, 
and made lots of friends with HTR as the common link. Our mutual interest in computer horse race 
handicapping was the genesis of it all.     
 

20 Years of HTR 
 

It's a bit depressing to move on without Rick and Ernie as HTR reaches its 20th anniversary in 2013.   I 
have learned so much from them, and they from me, and from all of our customers too. That's what gives 
life its fervor - the people we meet during the journey. 
 
John O'Rourke will step in now as our new HTR webmaster. John is also an accomplished programmer 
and tech wizard, so our future looks great with HTR with John taking charge of new projects and holding 
down the fort on the website and discussion boards.  
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Handicapping with HTR 
Improve your Longshot IQ 

 
 

As we approach the tournament championships in January and February, as well as the major Winter 
meets at Gulfstream and Santa Anita, let's look in depth at longshots. By examining recent statistical data 
and trends, we can greatly improve our knowledge of how and why horses fool the public and win at high 
odds.     
 
Longshot Defined as 8/1 + 
First we need to define exactly what is meant by a "Longshot" in this article. For our purposes, it will be 
any horse with odds 8/1 or higher. The standard of 8/1 odds to define 'longshot' has proven ideal as it is 
the perfect intersection of predictability and profit potential.   
 
The aversion to high odds is a genuine psychological barrier for many horseplayers, even those with 
decades of experience. This is because they see those winners as unpredictable flukes and feel the 
probability of winning is too formidable to make a serious wager. 
 
The stats tend to back up the public's negative appraisal of the highest priced winners. Take a look at how 
it played out during the last year with various odds levels. I tested races with purses of $10,000 or more 
only; all distance/surface/class included from Oct. 2011 thru Sept. 2012. The number in ( ) is the 
percentage of races that paid the winners at that odds level. For example, the 15/1 and up groups shows 
(06%) which means that about 6% (1 in 17) of the races in N. America are won by a horse paying 15/1 
odds and higher.   
 
Total Winners in test sample 35,430 (100%) 
 

Winners paying under 4/1  22,377 (63%) 
     

Winners paying 4/1 - 7/1          7,403 (21%) 
 

Winners paying 8/1 - 14/1         3,549 (10%) 
 

Winners paying 15/1 - 99/1        2,101 (06%) 
 

Almost 2/3 of North American races with a purse of $10k or more are won by horses paying under 
$10.00. As the odds rise, the percentages decrease dramatically.  Over time, most horseplayers realize that 
the sheer numbers of losing longshots is enormous and statistically discouraging in large samples.  
Continuous exposure to low-odds winners under 4/1 odds confirms for many, the futility of longshots.  
This is a fundamental perception that most handicappers recognize in terms of overall results. The 
mistake that most bettors make though, is assuming all races are created equal. We know from our 
research at HTR that to identify potential high priced winners, we need to be fishing in the right pond. In 
other words, we need to be selective with the races we play in order to increase our chances of catching a 
price. Let's consider the HTR-Tour Outlook designations for this purpose. 
 
The Outlook is found in the header for each on the HTR-Tour screen. It is also available on the KM 
Screen in HTR2. Its purpose is to determine the typical payoff range for the race based on the conditions 
and field composition. Below are the six Outlook categories and what they mean. 
 
Very Chalky expect the favorites to dominate, longshots rarely win 
Chalky  favorites are solid contenders, tough spot for a price play  
Mixed  the race has diverse elements and is neutral for both favorites and longshots 
Value  the race shows good potential for an overlay or longshot, favorites are poor bets 
Wide Open favorites are very vulnerable, price plays and longshots are common 
Bombs Away a longshot winner is almost a given              
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Handicapping with HTR 
Improve your Longshot IQ 

 
 

Identifying Races that Produce More Longshot Winners 
 

Race identification can be critical when selecting the best opportunities to cash in on a good price. If 
playing a sequential bet such as the pick-4 or if the tournament requires 'mandatory' races, this may be a 
moot point because there is no option but to bet certain races. But even in those cases we can at least 
predict with good accuracy whether longshots or favorites are the most likely winner. 
 
The six Outlook categories are assigned based on the confluence of several factors. These include the 
relative strength of the top-2 ML Favorites, the Vi rating (volatility index) and the key elements from the 
listed race conditions including class level, field size, distance and surface. 
 
In the chart below, the Outlook category is followed by the percentage of these races won by one of the 
top two ML favorites, the final betting favorite, and longshots at 8/1+.        
 
Outlook         Top2 ML Favs      Tote Favorite       Longshot 8/1+ 
 

Any                 53%               36%                 16% 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
Very Chalky         66%               44%                 09% 
 

Chalky              58%               40%                 12% 
 

Mixed               54%               35%                 17% 
 

Value               46%               32%                 19% 
 

Wide Open           40%               27%                 24% 
 

Bombs Away          31%               21%                 26%             
 
Analysis 
An eye-opening set of data. The two Chalky categories find the favorites in the winners-circle most of the 
time. Longshots are only able to win about one in ten of these races. Down the list we see depletion of 
favorites and their chances, and a much higher probability that a price horse will get the job done. The 
rarest grouping of all is Bombs Away where a longshot will win those races almost as often as one of the 
top-2 ML favorites. 
 
The statistics are clear with the Outlook descriptions. They are definitely accurate in terms of predicting 
the likeliest result as it relates to percentages of favorites vs. longshots. But how relevant is this as far as 
our ability to locate a winner at high odds?    
 
Typically races that are tagged Wide Open and Bombs Away have multiple potential longshots to choose 
from. As many as six or seven horses may be marked with the HTR longshot designators "$", "$$", Tour, 
Bomb and On Demand in the same field. While we recognize these races have a higher incidence of 
longshot winners, which longshot do we choose (separation) among many, becomes problematic.   
 
The Chalky categories are usually smaller fields and may have just one or two price picks marked. If a 
longshot does hit in one of these race, we aren't much more likely to identify it pre-race? The conundrum 
with the Outlook concept is the tradeoff between the probability of a longshot winning the race vs. our 
accuracy in selecting the right one. Perhaps the middle categories (Mixed and Value) offer the best 
compromise in that they offer a fair probability of hitting a price horse while highlighting just a few 
potential plays and reasonable separation. We will dig deeper into this notion with the rest of the article. 
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Handicapping with HTR 
Improve your Longshot IQ 

 
We continue the discussion about race appraisal for longshots with the Outlook designations. The next 
chart displays the average number of horses that go to post at odds of 8/1 or higher within each of the 
Outlook categories. 
 
Outlook          Avg # of Longshots in Field  
 

Any                     4.1   
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
Very Chalky        2.7    
 

Chalky        3.1 
               
Mixed         4.3   
                

Value         5.1                
 
Wide Open        5.9 
            

Bombs Away        6.5           
 
Analysis 
From this data we recognize that pool of longshots increases with each step on the Outlook ladder. The 
two Chalky types will typically have 3 horses at odds of 8/1 or more while Wide Open and Bombs Away 
have twice that many.   Certainly these results are a function of field size as well. The more horses in the 
race, the greater the number of longshots. So it begs the question:  is the Outlook merely an exercise in the 
obvious?  If there is a greater frequency of longshots in a race it follows that one of them is more likely to 
win.    
 
The challenge is to determine if the Outlook actually helps us increase our chances of correctly selecting 
and betting a live longshot. We'll answer that by examining our most frequent and productive live 
longshot angle from HTR -- the "$$" flag. The next chart shows us the Impact Value (I.V.) and the return 
per dollar wagered (WROI) on the "$$" horses at odds of 8/1 or higher in each category. If the Outlook 
has real merit, we should see higher ROI and I.V. on the "$$" horses in the longshot categories and 
weakness with the Chalky groups. 
 
 
Outlook           WROI    I.V.    $$  8/1+  Purse $10,000  
 

Any $$            0.83    0.46   
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
Very Chalky  0.72    0.31 
 

Chalky  0.72    0.36 
               
Mixed   0.89    0.47 
                

Value   0.89    0.52           
 
Wide Open  0.86    0.59 
            

Bombs Away  0.91    0.58       
 
Analysis 
The Outlook is proven as being productive. The chart shows a definite weakness betting on "$$" 
longshots in the Chalky categories. Although there are fewer price plays to handicap in the Chalky races, 
they don't win often enough, or pay well enough, to offset the dominating strength of favorites that 
usually win. The other categories show increasing ROI and Impact values and offer confidence with 
betting any "$$" horse we choose based on the Outlook. 
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Handicapping with HTR 
Improve your Longshot IQ 

 
Why Longshots Win 
It is extremely rare these days that the public makes a big mistake and watches 'the best horse in the field' 
win a race at 8/1 or higher. Prior to 1990, in the early days of computer assisted speed and velocity 
handicapping, the top numbers would often win at 8/1 or higher. The public was unaware of the ratings 
and if the horse did not show recent good finishes it was dismissed. Overlays with pace and speed were an 
everyday occurrence. We never knew we were living in the "golden era" because we didn't have a tool 
like Robot2 to show us the ROI for our factors and spot plays. Back then the ROI figures would have 
exceeded 20% (1.20) for many of the common ratings in HTR, especially if it related to pace.      
 
Now we wager in an era of mass communication and rapid computers and nothing escapes the serious 
bettors in terms of the data. So why do longshots still win?   
 

• Improvement through fitness, maturity, equipment changes, good training -- or drugs.    
• Unknown horses (FTS, 2TS, shippers) run better than anyone expected. 
• Luck.  Includes an ideal trip, bias boost, perfect pace setup, collapse of favorites, etc.  

 
We have prediction tools for all of these. Earlier we talked about the Outlook which in many ways is 
forecasting the Luck factor. A good example is a large competitive field of claimers running on the grass.  
Anything can happen in a crowded well-matched race and that's why these races will be designated "Wide 
Open" or "Bombs Away" with the Outlook.    
 
Improving and Unknown longshots often have the same attributes for predicting a big effort at high odds.  
The most powerful attributes for improvement in HTR are related to the Razor Sharp workouts. Peruse 
the chart below with various fitness/workout related factors. 
 
Odds 8/1 up    Purse $10,000+  All Races 
Factor            WROI    I.V.     AvgWin     
 

Any 8/1+          0.68    0.35     $35.30 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
Fit and Ready 1.04    0.62     $30.10 
 

Dbl Razor         1.04    0.58     $31.90 
 

Lone Razor  1.03    0.59     $30.30 
 

Razor Sharp       1.00    0.57     $31.10 
 

Analysis 
All of the news is good from this data. The building block of all of the ratings above is the "Razor Sharp" 
workout which is based on one or more strong 5.0f drills since the last start (or prior to the debut as in the 
case of a FTS). The public is largely unaware of how these workouts can lead to dramatically improved 
fitness and race potential.    
 
Longshots that display a Razor Sharp workout or any of the related items above, are going to exceed 
expectations more often than not. The positive ROI is the definitive proof of that. It is likely that some 
Razor Sharp workouts are indicative of drug usage. That's unfortunate and we cannot easily discern the 
difference between a healthy improving thoroughbred and one that has been doped. Most horseplayers are 
anti-drug because we want a level playing field and my feeling is that Razor Sharp workouts would be 
even more productive in a drug free sport.  
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Handicapping with HTR 
Improve your Longshot IQ 

 

Razor Sharp Combined with Outlook 
Razor Sharp commands a large sample size among longshots at 8/1 or higher. We should be able to 
increase the potency of our longshot plays by using the Outlook categories. This next test takes all Razor 
Sharp horses at 8/1 odds or more and slots them into the Outlook categories. A reminder that this test 
used all races with purses $10,000 or higher from Oct 2011 thru Sept 2012. Notice that the PROI and 
SROI (Place and Show ROI) have been added to the chart for further assessment of these results. 
 
Razor Sharp  8/1+ Odds  All Races Purse $10,000+ 
Outlook              Plays    WROI   PROI   SROI    I.V.     
 

Any Razor Sharp       5288    1.00   0.85   0.83    0.46   
---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Very Chalky      0696    0.88   0.82   0.86    0.38 
 

Chalky      1430    0.86   0.80   0.81    0.48 
               

Mixed       1271    1.10   0.82   0.77    0.67 
                

Value       1184    0.82   0.84   0.80    0.53           
 

Wide Open      0595    1.60   1.04   0.96    0.92 
            

Bombs Away      0112    0.78   1.27   1.17    0.52 
 
Analysis       
As shown on the previous page, all Razor Sharp horses at odds 8/1 or more produce a break-even ROI on 
their own, which is remarkable considering there were over 5000 plays. The two Chalky categories lose 
money as expected and have the weakest Impact Values (I.V.). That means the Razor Sharp longshots are 
under-performing in these races, no doubt due to being consistently beaten by the favorites. So the 
Outlook is doing us a favor as it warns us against betting Razor Sharp price plays in the Very Chalky and 
Chalky groups - they just can't overcome the powerful tide of the favorites. 
 
The Mixed category pulled in a 10% profit with 1271 Razor Sharp longshots. It probably caught an 
unusual share of big priced winners during the sample period as the Place and Show ROI were weak.    
When that happens, it either means a lucky streak of winners caught fire or an abundance of winners at 
30/1 and up odds. There is a good chance we'll see the ROI iron out among WPS in the longer term for 
the Mixed group as it is the category most likely to mirror the overall result. 
 
The Value results are terrible. It is hard to explain except that it appears there were very few winners 
above 15/1 in this category and that killed the ROI. As with the Mixed, we would expect this to smooth 
out statistically with a larger sample size in the future. 
 
Wide Open races had a monster year with the Razor Sharp and a whopping 60% profit. Notice the Place 
and Show ROI were also strong, which means that 'confidence is high' that this outcome will continue 
forward and is not a fluke. 
 
Bombs Away has a very small sample size. Most of the Razor Sharp horses lost, but many were "live" 
because the ROI for Place and Show is excellent. That means there were a lot of high-priced horses that 
ran unexpectedly well but very few of them were able to win in this sample.    
 
If we combine the Mixed, Value, Wide-Open, and Bombs Away categories, the overall ROI production is 
outstanding considering there is no other handicapping involved. Going forward we would expect the 
longer term results for all of these categories to re-align and smooth out the ROI with less volatility by 
category.   
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Software Updates 
Robot2 Update / Improve Ratings 

 
Final Robot2 Additions  
The November 2012 update will feature final additions to Robot2. It won't be the last upgrade as there 
will be bug and error fixes during 2013 to keep it current, but Robot2 has reached the limit of its design 
capacity. It was created with lots of expansion space, but it is now bursting at the seams and there is no 
more room after this version to add new filters or reports. Be aware that Robot2 will be available for as 
long as you want to use it in its current form and your spot plays are perfectly safe forever.  
 
Robot13 will be a clone of Robot2 to be released in 2013 but with some modules redesigned and certain 
filters eliminated to afford more space for new features. Robot13 will also allow me to produce new 
reports and add more of our user suggestions and ideas.  
 
Robot2 is an essential tool for research with all aspects of HTR. Newly added to the Nov. 15, 2012 
version are the Improve (Yes) ratings. The Improve rating can be found on two screens. 
 

1. HTR-Tour software / Price Scan. The focus is on live longshots with the Price Scan so the "Yes" 
ratings are only shown for selected horses and left blank for favorites and other horses with a 
zero rating. 

 
2. The KM Screen in HTR2 displays the Yes scores for all horses, even if the rating is zero. 

 
The original purpose of the Improve rating was to flag potential longshots that may be signaling a 'move-
up' effort since their last start.  Our users requested to see the rating for all horses, perhaps feeling that the 
improvement could be applied to any horse. The Robot2 addition allows you to go both ways with the 
rating. You can test it on any subset of horses you wish. 
 
The new Robot2 Improve rating filters are as follows with a brief explanation.   
 

• Yes=0  no improvement factors detected  
• Yes=1  a single clue for some improvement  
• Yes=2  two factors signify possible good improvement 
• Yes=3  three solid indicators that the horse will likely move forward 
• Yes=4  four factors are a strong prediction of a live horse   
• Yes=5+  multiple factors in its favor, improvement almost certain 

 

• Lone Yes=3+ this horse is the only one in the race with three or more Yes ratings 
 
The complete set of Yes=n ratings allow you test all of the possible combinations of the Improve rating.   
Adding these to your spot plays will beef up the Win% and ROI in most cases, so this is new territory for 
you to plow for profits. That last filter is a very interesting twist and will be explained on the next page.    
If you want to match the Price Scan version of the Improve ratings from HTR-Tour for longshots only, 
then limit the test to those horses Yes > 0 and eliminate ML Favorites from the query. 
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Software Updates 
Robot2 Update / Improve Rating Lone Yes=3+ 

 

 
As mentioned above, there is a new filter:  Lone Yes=3+.  This isolates horses with an Improve ratting 
that has a "Yes" >= 3 AND are the only such horse in the race. Keep in mind that if there are other horses 
with scores Yes < 3, the filter still applies. A couple of examples to illustrate --- 
 
HorseA  Yes=0                   HorseA  Yes=3 
HorseB  Yes=1                   HorseB  Yes=1 
HorseC  Yes=2                   HorseC  Yes=2 
HorseD  Yes=0                   HorseD  Yes=0 
HorseE  Yes=4 (!)               HorseE  Yes=4 
 
The first set on the left is an example of the Lone Yes=3+ in a field of five horses as HorseE is the only 
one in the race with a score of 3 or more. The second set of horses on the right does not receive this 
special flag because both HorseA and HorseE both have 3 or more Improve points. 
 
I tested a number of possibilities isolating the top Improve scores in the field and this was the method that 
showed the best results. Look at the chart below which shows you Win% and ROI for this factor, in 
tandem with several other ratings with at least 500 plays in a year.    
 
Lone Yes=3+       All Races Purse $10,000+ 
Factor          Plays     Win   ITM    WROI 
 

Any             14215     16%   44%    0.90   (Avg Win = $11.00) 
 
Fit & Ready       657     22%   50%    1.22 
Fr1 60           1118     21%   49%    1.08 
Razor Sharp      1890     20%   49%    1.05 
Ken-Tender        979     21%   54%    1.05 
L2 (2nd Lasix)    896     18%   47%    1.03 
 
QP=1,2           2799     16%   43%    1.00 
Turn Back        1002     17%   44%    0.99 
Apprentice Jky   1051     16%   44%    0.97 
K=1              1793     36%   36%    0.97 
Claim Last        894     25%   56%    0.97 
 

Analysis 
The overall results are respectable for horses with odds that average around 5/1. What is most interesting 
about Lone Yes=3+ though, is the wide array of elements that combine favorably with this rating. There 
were dozens of diverse factors that produced promising returns far above their normal results. I hand 
selected some of them from the list above, but there were many more. You should run the "Stat Dump" in 
Robot2 and get the complete listing.    
 
Two items that I thought were particularly interesting. The first is QP=1,2 (Quirin speed points). These 
are horses that are slow early and usually late runners. If QP=1,2 is tested in Robot2 by itself, the results 
are terrible and hardly ever combine well to produce a decent ROI. So it's a good sign for the Improve 
rating that it is able to propel this group of horses. The second one is Turn Back which is an indicator for 
horses moving from Route to Sprint. This angle generally produces weak results on its own, but when 
combined with Lone Yes=3+, it does very well. 
 
The Ken-tenders show a winning ROI with Lone Yes=3+. The ROI for Ken-tenders has been under 
0.90 most of the year, but with about a 1000 plays, it turned a 5% profit in this test by combining with the 
Lone Yes 3+ angle. In the next issue of the newsletter we'll review the results for the entire year 2012 with the 
Ken-tenders. 
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Software Updates 
Robot2 Update / OTX Off Turf Rating 

 
A new rating debuts with software versions dated November 2012 and later. It is labeled the OTX or Off 
Turf rating.  The OTX is only applicable when a race is switched off the grass and onto another surface.  
The rating was a response to the pedigree (PED rating) issues related to Off Turf races discussed in the 
Sept/Oct 2012 issue of the HTR newsletter.    
 
The OTX was designed as a transitional rating that adapts to whatever surface the race ends up on using 
multiple handicapping factors for the specific race conditions. This is much different than trying to assess 
the field based on pedigree by specific surface/distance. There are some major advantages to using the 
OTX in your handicapping as well as in Robot2 --- 
 

• The OTX rating comes into play in only one circumstance. It was conceived, developed, built and 
tested for races that were moved off the grass and onto the main track (whether Fast Dirt, Wet 
Dirt, or Poly). Many will ask if they can view the OTX for other races. The answer is "no", it 
won't compute. The only way to view the OTX is to manually switch a scheduled grass race off 
the turf from the Scratch screen. You could do this even if the race is still going to be run on the 
Turf, but the rating would have unpredictable results. 

 
• Robot2 moves very quickly when testing OTX. This is because all races except those moved off 

the grass are ignored.  There is a filter available now in Robot2 to specifically test races Off Turf 
races if you want to look at all HTR ratings compared to the OTX (see test results below). 

 
• OTX=1 (top rank) has better results than any other top-rank factor tested on OFF Turf races.  

Take a look at the stats with OTX=1 compared to other key factors when races are switched off 
the turf.   

 
All  OFF Turf Races Last 365-days     Purse $10,000+ 
Factor     Plays       Win%   ITM     WROI 
 

OTX=1       1221       35%    70%     0.92 
 
K=1         1217       35%    69%     0.89 
HTR=1       1255       32%    68%     0.89 
 

Fr1=1       1221       21%    52%     0.83 
E/P=1       1219       23%    57%     0.86 
FR3=1       1220       18%    51%     0.68 
A/P=1       1218       30%    61%     0.91 
 

PAC=1       1360       23%    54%     0.78 
PER=1       1480       28%    61%     0.85 
 

CLA=1       1202       29%    63%     0.87      
PED=1       1227       17%    47%     0.75 
JKY=1       1264       25%    60%     0.90 
TRN=1       1235       27%    60%     0.83 
 

Analysis 
A few other notes from the data:  final betting Favorites did very well in this sample (39%) while ML 
Favorites did not (32%), which may demonstrate that the ML is dubious when the race is switched off the 
turf.  K110+ hit almost 50% winners with nearly a flat bet profit, but with a modest sample size. The 
OTX rating may also be considered in terms of its numerical strength.  The rating ranges from 100 to 990 
and a score of 500+ seems to be above average. The OTX looks like a consistent performer in these 
transitioned races, but the concern is that an abundance of winning favorites are depleting the ROI.  One 
thing for sure though, OTX greatly outperforms the PED rating which it replaces (see next page) when 
the race is moved off the lawn.    
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Software Updates 
Robot2 Update Nov. 2012  Summary 

 

 
Here is a summary of the new filters and readouts for Robot2 Nov. 2012 update. 
 
All new ratings added to Robot2 are highlighted in green to help you find them quickly. 
 
The following Improve rating filters are now located on the Tour/Special module. In addition the 
statistical test results for these same ratings are printed on the TOUR/SPECIAL report. These ratings are 
also included with the LEARNX and STAT DUMP output.  
 

• Yes=0 
• Yes=1 
• Yes=2 
• Yes=3 
• Yes=4 
• Yes=5+ 
• Lone Yes=3+ 

 
The OTX (Off Turf rating) filters are found on the Rankings module. The OTX statistical results are 
found on the TOUR test readout at the very bottom of the report. These ratings are also included with the 
LEARNX and STAT DUMP output.  
 

• OTX=1 
• OTX=2 

 
There are three new filters located on the SPECIAL module.    
 

• Race OFF Turf 
 

• 4.5F 
• 5.0F 

 
The test statistics for these categories are found on the Learn More report. I was unable to add additional 
readouts to Learn More for the 4.5F and 5.0F races specifically (they are included with the 2.0F-5.0F 
category), but you can test these distances individually by using the filters above and then viewing any of 
the test reports to gain insight. 
 
All the above filters are available to save for Spot Play inclusion. 
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Software Updates 
HTR2 Update Nov. 2012  Summary 

 
OTX Rating  
The OTX or 'Off Turf' rating has been added to HTR2. If a race is taken off the turf during the 
handicapping day, use the Scratch screen to mark the surface change (the change is automatic after the 
results and charts are downloaded).  The switch will be noted in the top header for the race with the "x" in 
front of the distance ( i.e.  x8.0D).   
 
PED ==> OTX 
After switching the surface from the turf, the "PED" (pedigree) column then changes to "OTX" on 
selected screens (including the default Program Screen) and displays the OTX rating for all horses. The 
(*) denotes the top ranking. You can also sort the Program Screen by the OTX rating by pressing the <O> 
key and this will sort the field by highest OTX ratings. Press the <O> key again to return to the default 
(K) sort. If you wish to view the PED rating during an "off turf" race, click the [PED] menu button to 
view the entire set of pedigree data (but this will be Turf pedigree information).   
 
OTX Nuts and Bolts 
The OTX rating ranges from 100 to 990. Higher ratings over 500 can predict a significant edge.  
Whatever surface is chosen (Fast-Dirt, Wet-Dirt, Artificial) the OTX adapts and re-computes 
accordingly. Scratches will greatly affect the rating, so make sure they are updated.  Many HTR 
handicapping factors are included in the OTX depending on the distance/surface situation.  The (K) rating 
was used as the structural basis for the OTX. The (K) does not include the PED rating in its formula and 
it adjusts the paceline selection if a new surface is chosen. So it was an ideal choice for building the 
rating.  The OTX includes a number of other factors that were found to be statistically potent with off-turf 
races.   
 
No Change to HTR-Consensus 
The HTR-Consensus does NOT utilize the OTX rank in place of PED if the race is moved off the turf.   
There is a delicate balance to the scoring for the HTR rating, and I did not have time to test it thoroughly 
or consider a change. So status quo remains on the HTR screen for now. 
 
Lasix OFF 
With the Breeders Cup now restricting Lasix for all horses starting in 2013, I'll be gradually adding the 
"LO" (Lasix Off) marker to our equipment change columns to designate this. Lasix-Off is extremely rare 
to find outside the Breeders Cup races, but you will see the "LO" listed now on the Program Screen, KM 
Screen and the Light Bulb screen within the newest HTR2 version. Any horse that raced with Lasix in its 
last start, but is not racing with it today will display the "LO" in the "Changes" (Ch) column. Eventually 
I'll cover all screens throughout HTR software with this marker.   
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Announcements 
 
Software Updates 
Due to setbacks including webmaster Rick's death, and a bout with a food borne illness, I wasn't 
able to complete the MaxVel or HTR-Tour updates during this period. I'm working on them now 
and will place announcements on the board when they are ready for download. The November 
15 upgrades are for HTR2 and Robot2 only. 
 
Fundraiser/Tournament for Rick 
We were able to raise over $7000 for Rick's wife with our contest on horsetourneys.com which 
took place on October 21. We appreciate the management at HorseTourneys and all of our 
players who participated and contributed, and we look forward to future contests on 
horsetourneys.com for HTR members next year.  
 
Welcome Webmaster John O'Rourke 
John O'Rourke is our new HTR webmaster. Please contact him if you need tech support related 
to the File Rat download utility or anything on our website and bbs. Thanks to John for his 
leadership and tremendous assistance in Rick's absence.      
 
HTR   Handicapping Tech & Research 
 

Voicemail:  714-366-1HTR 
Email:  kmsoft@earthlink.net 
HTR website (software updates): www.htr2.com 
  
HTR Report is an on-line newsletter and is published bi-monthly, it is available in the HTR Subscriber 
Zone around the 15th of the month.  Monthly subscribers can view the current newsletter for no charge on-
line, Adobe Reader software (free) required.  Past issues over a year old are available in our website 
archive library. 
 
Products and services from KM Software 
HTR Unlimited Download: $119/mo unlimited access, all tracks. 
HTR Software Complimentary, no fee for updates. 
Bi-Monthly HTR Newsletter Current Issue is included w/ monthly subscription for members. 
 Archives of Past Issues are available on the HTR2.com website. 

mailto:kmsoft@earthlink.net
http://www.htr2.com/
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